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Abstract 
Discrete event systems can be modelled using a triple consisting of some alphabet (representing the events 
that might occur), and two trace sets (sets of possible strings) denoting the possible behaviour and the 
completwl tasks of the system. Using this definition we are able to formulate and solve control problems 
and define the notion of deadlock. Also distributed mtrol will be discussed in this paper. 
1 Observer view 
Different approaches and notation exist in the Eeld of logical discrete event systems. Here, we try to give 
the most simple and clear notation that is possible, without loosing expressive power. We use the trace 
theory. developed in 1984 [SneSS]. Trace theory was developed for VLSI&ign, but seems also very 
suitable in modelling more general discrete event systems. 
A logical discrete event system WES) is a system in which events happen. The only important 
aspects in the theory of logical discrete event systems are the order in which such events take place and 
(in our case) if some sequence of events completes some task. 
A LDES can be seen as a black box. Suppose we have some observer who looks at that black box 
from a distance. He only has pen and paper and writes down a symbol on that paper each time he sees a 
corresponding event occurring in the system. At some time thexe will be a string of symbols on his paper. 
'Ibis sequence tells him what events have ouxmd and in what order. If the contents of the paper is abc 
it means that first event a oaxmd, then event b and, last, event c. Systems do not necessarily behave 
in precisely one way, which means that the observer might also have seen some other events or order of 
events to happen. 'Ibe system might also be in rest, i.e., do nothing at all, in which case the observer will 
have an empty piece of paper (which we denote by E). 
We suppose that, in this view, it is also possible for the observer to see that some sequence of events is a 
completed task. A system has completed his task if it can legally stop its aaivities at that point. If this is 
the case, the observer writes on his paper a special mark to denote that the string he has written down so 
far denotes a completed task as well. If a system has completed a task it may finish, but (ifmore behaviour 
is possible) it may also decide to continue. 
Now, we define the behaviour of a system as all possible sequences of events an observer of the system 
could have written down and the set of completed tasks as all  possible sequences of events the observer 
could have written down marked as special. 
Because the observer only has one pen he cannot write down two events at the same time. This means 
that two events cannot occur at the same time. If in some system two events (say a and b) can occur in 
parallel, it is even likely that the observer writes down on his paper a followed by b as b followed by a. If 
the behaviour of some system contains sequences zaby and zbay (where z and y are arbitrary sequences) 
we have no possibility to distinguish between parallel occurrence of a and b and choice between ab and ba. 
This difference cannot be modelled in any language-based approach. Only ktri Ne& have this possibility. 
2 Definition 
According to the intuitive ideas above we have the following definition of a LDES (see [Sme90, Sme!32a, 
Sme92b, Sme92cI): 
Delinition 1 A logical discrete event system ( D E S )  is &fined as a triple 
P = (aP, bP, tP) 
where: 
aP is the alphabet (afinite set of symbols, representing the events), 
bP C_ (aP)* the behaviour set (a, possibly infcnite, set of strings over the alphabet), 
tP C (aP)' the task set (also a, possibly infutite, set of strings over the alphabet). 
In order to obtain a malistic system we add the following mtrictions to the debition:' 
pnf(bP) = bP tP bP 
(i.e., the behaviour is p f i x  closed and each task is a behaviour). Unrealistic systems go beyond our 
intuitive idea of a LDES (how can an observer find a sequence abc on his paper without ever having the 
sequence ab on it). Nevertheless, unrealistic systems play a crucial role in linding a controller, as we shall 
see late€. 
3 Cooperation of systems 
The next thing to d e b e  is the coopaation or connection of systems. Suppose we have two systems in 
connection. Suppose. also that these systems have events in common. If an event is annmon to both 
systems it can only occur in w e  system if it can occur (at the very same time) in the other system as well. 
So a amunon event only occurs if both the systems can engage in it. 
An other way of formalizing our intuitive idea of connecting systems is that each behaviour (and task 
set) in the amneaion must be such that a sequence, restrided to the alpbabet of one of the systems, is an 
element of the behaviour (task set, respectively) of that system: 
Definition 2 The connectwn of two V s t e m  P and R is defined by 
P 11 R = (aP U aR, {z I z E (aP U aR)* A zraP E bP A z[aR E bR}, 
{ z I z E (aP u aR)' A z [aP E tP A z [aR E tR}) 
r stands for alphabet restriction: 2 [ A  is the projection of string z on alphabet A, i.e., all symbols not in 
A "moved fromz. 
It can easily be checked that the operator 11 is symmetric, idempotent, and associative and has a unit 
eleanent (B,c,c) andazaoeleanent ({c},c,c) 
If we look at common events in a amnection as internal events (not visible by the observer) the 
external connection can be used: 
Mnition 3 The external connection is defined 
P l [ R = ( P I I R ) [ ( a P + a R )  
The extemal connection is also symmetric, has the same unit element, but is not idempotent and only 
associative if each event only oaws in at most two of the systeans. 
' M x )  dcnoieatbe sct ofdl pfuu of strings ofthe set X. 
* P [ A  = ( e n  A ,  bPrA,tP[A) mdA + B = ( A  U B )  \ ( A  fl B )  is thesymmetricset difference. 
4 Ordering of systems 
Systems can be ordered. We say system P is a subsystem of system R, if everything that P can do also 
canbedoneby R. 
Definition 4 P is a subsystem of R, notation P C R, if 
aP = aRA bP & bRA tP & tR 
Notice that we only order systems with equal alphabets. 
5 Control of events 
Suppose system P is given and the alphabet aP is divided into two parts: 
eP  U c P  = aP ePn cP = 0 
CP will contain all controllable events, i.e., events that might be common to other systems. e P  contains 
the exogenous events. Those events should be controlled. 
Ibe general idea is that theevents from cP are used to control theorder of the events from eP.  So 
we are looking for a second system R, called a controller, with aR = CP. In order to specify the wanted 
order of the events from eP we define two m ~ r e  systems, Lmin and Lmaz with 
Lmin C Lmaz C W, (eP)*)  
contml problem 1 (CODE) Given P, eP, cP, Lmin, and L,,, as above, try tofind R with aR = CP 
such that 
Lmin C PI[ R C L a ,  
The two systems Lmin and Lmaz act as minimal and maximal needed exogenous behaviour of the 
system P. Le., we want to restrict the uncontrolled exogenous system Prep to be within tbe given limits 
by using the controller R and events CP.  
Emding such a controller can be done by using the following ope" on systems, called the reflection - 
Deenltion 5 The @ection of a system P, denoted - P ,  is &fined by 
(aP, (aP)' \ bP, (aP)' \ tP) 
Notice that if P is realistic, -P need not be. -P may contain behaviour that is not prefix closed and/or 
tasks that are no behaviour. 
6 Solution for code 
We claim ( [Sme92a, Sme92cl) that 
F ( P , L ) = - ( P I [ - L )  
leads to a solution. 
Theorem 1 The control problem has a solution ifand only i f  
Lmin C P 1[ F(P ,  Lmaz) 
and if it  is solvable, the greatesl solution (with respect to &) is F(P,  L,,,,,). 
Because of using the refleaion operator twice, the resulting controller need not be realistic any more. 
In order to find a realistic controller we must compute the so called des-interior of F(P,  L) ,  where the 
des-interior of P is defined by 
des(P) = (aP, {z I z E b f  A (Vz : z E pref(z) : z E b P ) } ,  
{z I z E tPA (Vz : z E pref(z) : z E b P ) } )  
7 Locked systems 
Because we have defined a system using two sets of sequences of events, the behaviour and the task set, 
we are able to tell if at some point in behaviour a system is able to perform a completed task. If at some 
point no task can be completed any more, we say the system is locked. This (informal) definition of lock 
contains the well-known deadlock not being able to do a next event (and not havmg completed a task), 
but also, what we will call, livelock: beiig able to do a next event at all times, but never being able to 
perform a task any more. Each system that contains deadlock cases, livelock cases, or combinations is 
called a system with the possibility of lock. The term deadlock appears in DES-literature more often as 
blocking. 
Delhition 6 We say a D E S  has the possibility to lock if the set 
lock(P) = bP \ pref(tP) 
is not empiy. 
Notice that lock(P) contains those behaviour that cannot be completed to become a task of P. Similar 
we say a connection of systems P and R may lock if lock(P 1 1  R )  # 0 .  
’be controller des(F(P, Lmaz)) may lead to a connection with P that can lock. Therefore, we 
introduce a second control problem, similar to the previous one, but with an extm demand: the connection 
P I ]  R of plant P and controlla R should be free of lock. However, in order to find a solution for this 
problem, we first introduce some other problems: 
Control problem 2 (LFC) Given two sysrems P und R wifh lock(P (1 R )  # 0,findthe greatest subsys- 
tem of R that has a lock free connection with P. 
In order to solve this second problem we recall some results from [Sme90, Sme9la, Sme9lb, Sme931. 
Given some realistic systems P and R with lock( P 1) R)  # 0, we can alnsmct a subsystem R I ~  R 
such that lock(P 1 1  Rlf )  = 0. The following operator leads to this subsystem: 
L ( f , R ) =  R\la&(P)I R)raR 
R \ T = des( (aR, b R  \ T,  t R \ T ) )  
where R \ T is defined by 
Although T is only some trace set, we will denote the system (aP, T, T) also by T. We have: 
P \ T = P n -T = P 1 1  -T 
The greatest subsystem of R that leads to a lock free connection with P now is Ihe greatest fix-point of 
L(P, R),  i.e., we iteratively compute: 
& = R  
&+l = L(P ,&)  
until that fix-point is reached. Let A( P, R) denote that fix-point. 
Theorem 2 A(P, R )  is the greatest subsystem of R for which the connection with P isfree of lock 
cP  in such a way that no lock can occur. This leads to the following additional problem: 
Control problem 3 (LF) Given some system P with lack( P )  # 0 andcP C aP the set of control-events 
of P ,  find a controller R, with aR = CP, such that the connection P 1 1  R isfree of lock and R is minimal 
restrictive. 
The controller R must be minimal restrictive, i.e., should be as general as possible. This suggests that 
we start with the most general controller that is possible: R = (cP, ( cP)* ,  (cP)'). Now applying the 
algorithm for solving the LFC-problem, starting with & = R we find a fix-point that turns out to be the 
greatest subsystem of R that leads to a lock free connection with P and, therefore, is minimal restrictive: 
Theorem 3 IfA(P, (cP, (cP)', (cP)*))  = (cP, 0,0) nominimalrestrictivecontrollerfortheLF-problem 
can be found, otherwise A(P, (cP, (cP)', (CP)'))  is the solution. 
The above results can be used if R is known. Sometimes we only have P and want to control P using 
8 Lock free control problem 
The solutions of the previous control problems can now easily be combined to give a solution for the 
following control problem: 
Control problem 4 (LFCODE) Given a system P, control events cP C aP and two systems Lmin C 
L,,, C (eP, (eP)', (eP)') (with eP = aP \ cP), find a conrroller R with aR = cP such that 
Lmin C P i [  R C Lmnc &also l d ( P  1) R)  = 0. 
This solution can now easily be found by combining the solutions of CODE and LFC first we compute 
R = des(F(P,L,,,)) tofindthegreatestcontrollersuchthattheconnectionPlrRsatisfiestheminmax 
condition. Next, we compute the greatest subsystem of this R that also leads to a lock free connection 
with P: 
Theorem 4 A lock free controller for the control problem can be found if& only if 
Lmin C P A( P, des( F(  P, Lmnc)))  
The greatest solution then is given by A( P, des( F(  P, I,,,,,,=))) 
9 Distributed control 
As a last part we will investigate distributed control, i.e., local control with global constraints. A number 
of possible configurations can be thought of: 
One global system with a number of local controllers 
Local subsystems working in Cooperation with each other, where each local subsystem has to be 
Having a global system with local control means having one system P and (say 2) controllers RI and 
RZ such that P controlled by R1 and Rz has predefined desired exogenous behaviour. & (i = 1,2) 
controls part of the events of P ,  namely a&. The remaining events of P ,  i.e., aP \ (aR1 U aRz),  are 
the exogenous events that should be controlled to behave according to some constraint. This leads to the 
following problem formulation: 
controlled individually. 
ContFol problem 5 (GsLc) The Global System Local Control problem is defined by: 
Given a system P, alphabets aR1, aR2, and eP and global minimal and medntal constraints Lmin and 
L,, with: 
a R I C a P  a R 2 c a P  e P c a P  
e P  = a P  \ (aR1 U aRz) aR1 i l  aRz = 0 
Lmin C Lmaz C (eP)* 
find controllers RI and R2 such that 
In the second case we have local (say 2)  subsystem PI and 9 working in coopemcion. Each local system 
is controlled locally by a controller R, ( i  = 1,2). 'Ihe local control results in local exogenous behaviour 
Pi 1 [ R, . The global exogenous behaviour should be according to some @fined minimal and maximal 
constraints. This leads to tbe following problem delinition: 
Control problem 6 (LsLc) The Local System Local Control problem is defined by: 
Given systems PI and Pz, alphabeis q2, eP1, e&, e 4  and e 9  and global minimal and m ' m a l  
constmints Lman and Lmas with: 
a12 = .PI n a 4  cooperating evenfs 
cP, C aP, i = 1,2 control " t s  
ePa = aP, \ePa i = 1,2 erogemusevents 
a l 2 n c P , = 0  i = 1 , 2  indepcndencv codition 
e 9  n ePl = 0 eP2 n eP2 = 0 e 4  n e 4  = 0 
L,,, Lmaz C ( e 9  U cP2)' 
findconrrollers RI  and RI wirh 
such rhut 
aRI = ePl a& = e 4  
Lmsn C (4 lr RI) I1 (4 I[ R2) C Lmaz 
The general idea is that, having a system PI 11 4 (i.e., built out of two other systems working in 
co~perati~n) h d  two separate a " l l a ~  RI and Rz wopking on Pi and Pz reSpeaively, such tbat the 
total syslem ads as desired. 
PI and P2 cooperate through events ePl n e9 .  We call these events cooperahg events in the 
distributed system and denok. them by al2.  The systems PI and PZ can be seen as components of a systean 
situated different locations. The coopaation between these two processes is done via the cooperating 
events. 
10 A solution for the LsLc-problem 
The problem LsLc can be solved if we can find suitable L;n and LT such that PI RI = Li" and 
Pzl[ R2 = Ly and 
Fmt, we introduce, for a given PI,  P2, Lmin. and L,., some additional processes. 
Moitim 7 Associated with the LLc-problem we introduce uor i = 1,2): 
Lmin E Li" 11 LT E Lmaz 
Si = Lmin[ePi i = 1,2 
called the sureties, 
called the vagues, 
called the unusables (e stands for addition modulo 2), and 
vi =-si i = 1,2 
Ui = ((Vi 11 S i B i )  \ Lmac)[ePi i = 1,2 
Wi=Vi \Ui  i = 1 , 2  
called the warpers. 
' h e  sureties contain those traces that surely are needed to lind Li' and LF.  The vagues contain traces 
that may or may not be used to consmct Li" and LF. Traces that cannot be used are in the unusables, 
traces that may be used are in the WarperS. 
Lemma 1 r f  Lmin rep1 )I Lmin [ePZ C L,, then the sureties and warpers associated with the LFLC- 
problem satisjj: 
&in C Si )I S, C Lmaz 
Lmin C (Si U W i )  1 1  S, E Lmaz 
Lmin C Si 11 (SZ U W Z )  C Lmoz 
' h e  main result for the LsLc-problem: 
Theorem 5 Associated with the LrLc-problem we have: 
and 
Lmin [ e 4  g Pi 
the LrLc-problem is not solvable 
F(Pi, Si U wi) A Lmin [e& 9 I[ F(Pz, sz U wz) 
* 
If neither one of the conditions in this theorem is met, we cannot conclude solvability or unsolvabity of 
the LSLC-problem. In that case, we have to do some tedious hand-work and try to find W{ W1 and 
Wi E W2 with W{ 11 Wi = (eP1 U e&,&?, 0) and 
Lmin repi C Pi I [  F ( 4 ,  si U W:) A Lmin [ e 9  C P2 F(Pz, % U Wi) 
If we have found such W{ and Wi, we have solutions for the LsLc-problem (namely F ( 4 ,  Si U W { )  and 
F( Pz , & U Wi)). No conditions can be given yet when such W{ and Wi can be found. 
11 Effectively computable 
State graphs can be used to get an automaton-like representation of LDESs. It turns out that all operators 
used to compute solutions for our control problems can easily be translated into operators on these 
automatons, which enables us to compute the controllen effectively if the original systems we start with 
are regular (i.e., contain a finite number of states in there automaton repmentation). In [Sme92dl an 
example of the use of this theory cau be found. 
12 Conclusions 
In this abstract we have shown how logical discrete event systems can be modelled using a simple 
approach. Moreover, using this modelling we are able to define and solve control ppoblems and define 
and avoid lock. Some first results are given in the field of distributed control. 
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